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GENERAL RULES & REGULATIONS 

1. All teams and contestants are to uphold the highest standards of sportsmanship 
and fair play. 

2. All rules regarding safe pool use (as listed by the host facility) will apply at all 
times.  

3. Any rule which is considered to be a safe-standard operating procedure for skin 
and SCUBA diving, if violated, will be the cause for disqualification from the 
competition.  

4. A protest committee will be appointed by the competition Chairman to address 
any protests.  

5. In case of any protest/dispute, the captain of the team must verbally inform the 
competition Chairman of the team’s intent to file a protest before the next event 
begins.  If such notice of intent is not given, the protest will be disallowed.  All 
protests must be submitted in writing to the competition Chairman within ten 
minutes of the completion of the last event. Witnesses to the facts must be named 
and brought forward, and the rule violated must be sited in the protest.  The protest 
committee will review the protests and call witnesses into a protest meeting after 
all events are completed.  No other witness but the one testifying will be allowed in 
the room during testimony.  Following review of verbal arguments the committee 
will then render a decision immediately.  Possible remedies to an infringement of 
the rules include; change in the time/score of a contestant, disqualification from 
an event, or, in a serious case, disqualification from the competition as a whole.  

6. All decisions made by the protest committee will be final.  
7. Unsportsmanlike conduct will be a justifiable cause for disqualification.  
8. “Skin/Snorkel Gear” is defined as consisting of mask, fins, boots, and snorkel.  
9. “SCUBA Gear” is defined as mask, fins, boots, snorkel, tank (min. of 50 cf 

capacity) containing air, a harness incorporating a Buoyancy Compensating Device 
(BCD) capable of being inflated with compressed air from tank, a regulator with a 
Submersible Pressure Gauge (SPG) and alternate air source (AAS), and a weight 
belt if the BCD is not weight integrated.  Breathing gases other than air are not 
permitted.  Buoyancy compensator devices (BCD) that are not part of the tank 
harness system are not permitted.  Standard back mounted BCD’s are permitted.  

10. Each team member may be asked by any judge to demonstrate the operation of 
any piece of equipment or validate that it meets the requirements of these rules at 
any time.  Failure to do so will result in disqualification or the banning of said 
equipment from the competition.  

11. Unless otherwise stipulated in the rules for a specific event, the time will be taken 
when the team member touches the side of the pool, above the water line, with 
either hand. 

12. Events from the following list will be chosen on the day of the competition. 
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Event 1 
Inner Tube Push Relay Race 

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 5 min.  Event time is approximately 10-12 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  4 team members don skin diving gear only 
 
Team Size:  Minimum of 4 
  
Resources:  Each team receives one regulation inner tube  
 
Distance:   4 full lengths of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 4 team members at the shallow end of the pool, 2 in the water. 
  
Event Description: The event begins with 2 team members starting in the shallow end of the pool, 

with one will be seated in the inner tube and the other standing in the water 
touching the wall.  The other 2 team members must be waiting on the pool 
wall/deck outside of the water for their turn.   When given the “Go” signal the 
participant standing begins to push the inner tube towards the opposite wall of 
the pool while kicking.  For safety reasons the seated team member must be 
pushed feet forward and the person pushing must stay in contact with the inner 
tube at all times.  After the team touches the opposite wall with the feet of the 
seated rider the team members will switch positions before beginning their 
return back to the starting line.  Upon returning to the starting line and touching 
the wall, team members will switch positions with the waiting third and fourth 
team members.  Note: If the rider is ejected from the tube, forward momentum 
must be stopped until the rider can return to a safe seated position before 
pushing can commence again.  The first team to have their participant 
seated in the inner tube touch the wall after the second lap wins.    

 
Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above water).  For safety reasons 

if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands overhead.   
• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident where the riders feet do not make contact 

with the wall first prior to making the switch. 
•  A 20 second penalty will occur for any instance where an inner tube is pushed without a 

rider in-place adding to the team’s final time. 
• A 10 second penalty will occur for any instance where an inner tube is pushed without the 

rider properly positioned adding to the team’s final time. 
• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding other teams 

which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to the team’s final time. 
• Disqualification will occur for any incident of interference or lane violations impeding other 

teams which involve physical contact OR continued pushing of an improperly positioned 
rider. 
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Event 2 
Obstacle Course 

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 15 min.  Event time is approximately 4-7 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  One team member dons full scuba gear only 
 
Team Size:  1 
  
Resources:  6 hula hoops and weights to hold them in-place 
 
Distance:   2 full lengths of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 1 team member in the shallow end of the pool, in the water.  
  
Event Description: The event begins with a team member at the starting line in the shallow end of 

the pool.  When given the “Go” signal the participating team member will 
swim through all six obstacles as quickly as possible and proceed to the finish 
line racing against the clock.  The team to swim the complete obstacle course 
with the shortest elapsed time (including penalties) wins.    

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above and underwater).  For 
safety reasons if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands 
overhead.   

 
• A 10 second penalty will occur for any instance a team fails to pass through 

an obstacle or moves an obstacle while navigating the course which will be 
added to the team’s final time. 
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Event 3 
Underwater PADI Dive Problem 

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 10 min.  Event time is approximately 5-8 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  2 team members don full scuba gear only 
 
Team Size:  2 
  
Resources:  1 underwater dive slate, pencil, and Navy Dive table per team 
 
Distance:   1 descent and ascent of the deep end of pool 
  
Setup:  Position 2 team members in the deep end of the pool, in the water.  
  
Event Description: The event begins with 2 team members starting in the deep end of the pool at 

the surface, with a pencil and a copy of the PADI Recreational Dive Planner 
(RDP) table.  When given the “Go” signal each team will be given the multi-
dive problem on laminated cards and they will submerge as a team to the 
bottom of the pool to solve the problem.  All problem calculations must use the 
PADI Dive tables and be documented on the dive slate.  The solution must 
indicate any required safety stops, RNTs, depths, and times, if applicable.  The 
first team to complete all calculations/writing and place the dive slate on 
the pool deck with the correct dive problem solution after safely ascending 
to the surface wins.  The max. time limit for the event will be 10 minutes at 
which time signal will be given to each to indicating they should surface. 

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above and underwater).  For 
safety reasons if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands 
overhead.   

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any instance a team fails to properly 
complete the dive problem which will be added to the team’s final time. 

• A 20 second penalty will occur for any incident of an ascent deemed to be 
UNSAFE by the underwater judges which will be added to the team’s final 
time.  

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding 
other teams which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to 
the team’s final time. 

• Disqualification will occur for any incident of interference or lane 
violations impeding other teams involving physical contact. 
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Event 4 

Underwater Tricycle Race 
 
Approximate Time: Setup time 10 min.  Event time is approximately 10-12 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  4 team members don full scuba gear only 
 
Team Size:  4 
  
Resources:  Each team receives one regulation tricycle  
 
Distance:   4 full lengths of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 2 team members in the shallow end of the pool in the water, and 2 

other team members sitting on the edge of the pool until the first two team 
members return. 

  
Event Description: The event begins with 2 team members starting in the shallow end of the pool 

with a tricycle.  One team member should be kneeling on the rear of the tricycle 
and the other should be touching the wall.  When given the “Go” signal the 
team member NOT KNEELING on the tricycle should push rider towards the 
deep end of the pool so that they may touch the opposite wall.  Upon touching 
the opposite wall the two team members will switch positions on the tricycle 
and return to the starting line.  Once the team returns to the starting line the 
rider should touch the wall first before handing off the tricycle to the second 
team.  Note: The tricycle at no time should rise more than 3 feet above the 
bottom of the pool.  The first team to have their rider touch the wall 
following the second lap with their tricycle wins.    

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above and underwater).  For 
safety reasons if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands 
overhead.   

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any instance a team fails to properly touch the wall at 
either end of the pool or during the trade-off adding to the team’s final time. 

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident where the rider’s knees break contact with 
the rear of the tricycle which will be added to the team’s final time. 

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of an ascent deemed to be UNSAFE by the 
underwater judges which will be added to the team’s final time.  

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding other teams 
which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to the team’s final time. 

• Disqualification will occur for any incident of interference or lane violations impeding other 
teams which involve physical contact. 
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Event 5 
Underwater Pipe Puzzle 

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 10 min.  Event time is approximately 10-12 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  2 team members don full scuba gear only, 1 team member dons snorkel 

gear only. 
 
Team Size:  3 
  
Resources:  1 regulation pipe puzzle in a milk crate per lane/team, added to the milk crate 

will be the masks for the two team members in the deep end.  The milk crate 
must be locked prior to beginning the event. 

 
Distance:   1 full length of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 1 team member wearing snorkel gear in the shallow end, and 2 team 

members wearing scuba gear in the deep end floating side-by-side touching the 
wall. 

  
Event Description: The event begins with 1team member starting in the shallow end of the pool, 

touching the wall with a key for a lock on the cover of their submerged milk 
crate containing a pipe puzzle and 2 masks for their team.  The other 2 team 
members will be in the water at the deep end floating side-by-side touching the 
wall WITHOUT masks.  At the start one team member will submerge and 
swim towards the deep end of the pool to unlock the submerged milk crate, 
remove two masks, close, and relock the milk crate, and bring the two masks 
and the lock key to the surface.  Note: The milk crate must be relocked 
before surfacing and the diver should proceed to the surface making a 
proper/safe ascent to the surface (i.e. 360 degree rotation, one hand 
overhead, exhaling during ascent).   
 
Once given the key and masks, the two team members floating in the deep end 
touching the wall will don their masks.  The 2 divers will descend to the locked 
milk crate with the key to unlock it and assemble the pipe puzzle as specifically 
illustrated on the laminated card inside the locked milk crate.  Note: The 
assembly of the pipe puzzle must take place only when both divers are present 
on the bottom of the pool.  The first team to place their CORRECTLY 
assembled pipe puzzle and the LOCKED milk crate on the deck of the pool 
wins.    
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The max. time limit for the event will be 15 minutes at which time signal 
will be given to each to indicating they should surface. 

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above and underwater).  For 
safety reasons if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands 
overhead.   

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any instance a team surfaces with an improperly 
assembled puzzle adding to the team’s final time. 

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of an improperly locked milk crate which 
will be added to the team’s final time. 

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of an ascent deemed to be UNSAFE by the 
underwater judges which will be added to the team’s final time.  

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding other teams 
which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to the team’s final time. 

• Disqualification will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding other teams which 
involve physical contact. 
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Event 6 
Free style Skin Diver Relay Race 

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 12 min.  Event time is approximately 8-10 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  4 team members don full skin/snorkel gear only 
 
Team Size:  4 
  
Resources:  2 hula weighted hoops standing upright on the bottom of the pool and one 

crossbar floating near the surface per team, evenly spaced within each lane. 
 
Distance:   4 full lengths of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 2 team members in the shallow end of the pool side-by-side, and 2 

team members seated on the pool deck in the deep end side-by-side. 
  
Event Description: The event begins with 2 team members starting in the shallow end of the pool, 

standing side-by-side touching the wall.  The other 2 team members will be on 
the pool deck in the deep end.  When given the “Go” signal the first team 
member will begin snorkeling towards the wall in the deep end of the pool 
using a DOLPHIN STYLE KICK. During the swim the team member must; 
1) swim through the first hula hoop  2) swim over the crossbar at/near the 
surface  3) dive through the second hula hoop  4) tag his team mate.   The 
second team member will repeat the obstacle course using a DOLPHIN 
STYLE KICK, the third will use a TRUDGEON STYLE KICK, and the 
fourth will use a FREESTYLE STYLE KICK to navigate through the 
obstacles.  The first team to complete all four lengths of the pool wins.    

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above and underwater).  For 
safety reasons if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands 
overhead.   

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any instance where a team member does not touch the 
wall with both hands adding to the team’s final time.  

• A 20 second penalty will occur for any incident where a team member uses an improper kick 
style which will be added to the team’s final time. 

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of a missed obstacle adding to the team’s 
final time.  

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding other teams 
which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to the team’s final time. 

• Disqualification will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding other teams which 
involve physical contact. 
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Event 7 

Underwater Equipment Exchange 
 

Approximate Time: Setup time 15 min.  Event time is approximately 15-20 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  2 team members don full scuba gear (both team members must be 

identically equipped with either weight integrated BCDs or weight belts) 
 
Team Size:  2 
  
Resources:  None 
 
Distance:   2 full lengths of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 1 team member (A) in the shallow end of the pool, and position the 

alternate team member (B) on the bottom of the deep end. 
  
Event Description: The event begins with team member (A) starting in the shallow end of the pool 

at the starting line touching the wall and team member (B) on the bottom of the 
deep end facing and touching the opposite wall.  When given the “Go” signal 
team member (A) will begin swimming towards team member (B) breathing 
from their regulator/scuba unit.  When team member (A) makes physical 
contact with team member (B) then team member (B) turns around.  Team  
member (A) exhibits the appropriate signal(s) to team member (B) to share air 
from team member (B)’s scuba unit [Alternate Air source, NOT Buddy 
Breathing].  All equipment except for bathing suits or wetsuits will be 
exchanged between the team members in a sequence that they choose. 

 
 After all scuba equipment has been exchanged between the team members, 

team member (A) safely returns the alternate air source to team member (B).  
Then, without moving from that position, team member (B) signals team 
member (A) that they want to share air exhibiting the appropriate signal(s)  
[Alternate Air source, NOT Buddy Breathing].  Once the alternate air source is 
in-use by team member (B), both divers swim together (sharing air) towards the 
wall at the starting line to touch the wall.  The first team to have both team 
members touch the wall wins.    
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Safety & Penalties: There will be one judge per team (underwater).  For safety reasons if you 
require assistance at any point stop and wave hands overhead.   

• A 5 second penalty will occur for lack of air sharing signals between team members.  A 
penalty will be added to the team’s final time. 

• A 10 second penalty will occur for failure to share air continuously during the equipment 
exchange or during the return swim which will be added to the team’s final time. 

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding other teams 
which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to the team’s final time. 

• Disqualification will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding other teams which 
involve physical contact. 
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Event 8 
Three Legged Race 

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 15 min.  Event time is approximately 8-10 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  2 team members don full scuba gear only (minus fins)  
 
Team Size:  2 
  
Resources:  Each team receives two straps (e.g. weight belts) to secure opposite legs 

together 
 
Distance:   1 full length of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 2 team members at the shallow end of the pool standing side-by-side. 
  
Event Description: The event begins with 2 team members starting in the shallow end of the pool, 

standing side-by-side with one of their legs secured to the other team member 
while touching the wall.  When given the “Go” signal the team members will 
begin walking towards the wall at the deep end of the pool. The first team to 
have both team members touch the wall in the deep end wins.    

 
Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above and underwater).  For 

safety reasons if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands 
overhead.   

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident involving diver’s legs 
become disconnected adding to the team’s final time.  Note: Do not attempt 
to reconnect your legs; just continue to walk towards the finish line.  

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding 
other teams which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to 
the team’s final time. 

• Disqualification will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding 
other teams which involve physical contact. 
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 Event 9 
Inner Tube Relay Race 

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 5 min.  Event time is approximately 8-10 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  4 team members don mask and snorkel gear only 
 
Team Size:  Minimum of 4 
  
Resources:  Each team receives one regulation inner tube and one paddle 
 
Distance:   4 full lengths of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 2 team members on each end of the pool in relay formation. 
  
Event Description: The event begins with 1 team member starting in the shallow end of the pool, 

seated in the inner tube touching the wall while holding their paddle.  The other 
team members must be waiting on the pool wall/deck outside of the water for 
their turn.   When given the “Go” signal the participant begins to use their 
paddle only to cross the pool to their waiting teammates.   Upon reaching the 
opposite side of the pool the team member in the inner tube will tag the wall 
first then exit the tube enabling the next teammate to get into the water first 
before getting seated in the inner tube and taking the paddle.  The next team 
member will use the paddle to make progress across the pool and tag the wall.  
Each subsequent team member will do the same and time will end when the 4th 
team member returns to the starting line.  Participants precede one-at-time and 
stay in their respective lanes to avoid interfering with other teams.  The first 
team to have their fourth participant seated in the inner tube touch the 
wall wins.    

 

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above water).  For safety reasons 
if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands overhead.   

• Any incident involving the loss of a paddle by a team member will result in 
a restart for that team member back to their starting point of their leg.  

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding 
other teams which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to 
the team’s final time. 

•  A 30 second penalty will occur for any failure to touch the wall prior to 
exiting the tube at the end of a leg adding to the team’s final time. 
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Event 10 
Inner Tube Poling Race 

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 5 min.  Event time is approximately 8-10 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  4 team members don mask and snorkel gear only 
 
Team Size:  Minimum of 4 
  
Resources:  Each team receives one regulation one inner tube and one push stick with 

rubber tips 
 
Distance:   4 full widths of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 2 team members on each side of the pool using the shallow end of the 

pool in relay formation. 
  
Event Description: The event begins with 2 team members starting on the opposite sides of the 

shallow end of the pool.  The first participant will be seated in the inner tube 
touching the wall with the push stick lying on the wall next to them at the start.  
The other participants may be waiting on the wall outside of the water for their 
turn.   When given the “Go” signal the participant takes the push stick off the 
side of the pool and uses the push stick to make progress across the pool 
pushing against the bottom of the pool, not the side.   Upon reaching the 
opposite side of the pool the participant will first place their push stick on the 
wall, then exit the tube enabling the next teammate to get into the tube.  The 
next team member will use the same process after taking the push stick off the 
side of the pool and using the push stick to make progress across the pool 
pushing against the bottom to return to the starting line.   The last participant 
must place his push stick on the wall at the end of the event to stop his time.  
Participants precede one-at-time.  The first team to have their fourth team 
member seated in the inner tube touch the wall wins.    

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above water).  For safety reasons 
if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands overhead.   

• Any incident involving the loss of a push stick by a team member will result in a restart for 
that team member back to their starting point of their leg. 

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding other teams 
which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to the team’s final time. 

• A 30 second penalty will occur for any failure to place the push stick back onto the wall 
prior to exiting the tube at the end of a leg adding to the team’s final time. 
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Event 11 
Tether Navigation (Simulated Ice Diving) 

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 2 min.  Event time is approximately 8-10 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  1 team member dons full skin/snorkel gear only 
 
Team Size:  2 
  
Resources:  One regulation rope/line not less than 50’ for each team.  Position one 

weight/marker per team on the opposite pool wall deck (not necessarily in-line 
with each respective starting point) symbolizing the finish line.  One black 
garbage bag per swimmer which is crumpled and placed inside their mask 
before it is donned. 

 
Distance:   1 full length of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 1 team member in the shallow end of the pool, and 1 team member on 

the pool deck behind them holding a line attached to the swimmer. 
  
Event Description: The event begins with 1 swimming team member blindfolded with a black 

garbage bag stuffed in their mask at the starting line in the shallow end of the 
pool touching the side of the pool.  The skin diver will have a rope or line 
attached to them (waist area) leaving their hands able to be out stretched in 
front of them for safety.  At the start the skin diver proceeds to swim hands first 
following non-verbal directions from the attached line.  Note: Swimmers 
must always be face down.  Non verbal directions will be communicated to 
the swimmer via a pre-determined series of tugs (i.e. one tug means turn left, 
two tugs mean turn right).  The first team to steer/guide their blinded 
participant to touch the wall at the predetermined point wins.    

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above and underwater).  For 
safety reasons if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands 
overhead.   

• Any incident involving verbal instructions given by a team member will 
result in a restart for that team from the starting line after they are reeled 
back by the member on the pool deck.   
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Event 12 
One Fin Race  

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 2 min.  Event time is approximately 15-18 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  All 4 team members don full skin/snorkel gear only 
 
Team Size:  Minimum of 4 
  
Resources:  Each participant’s alternate fin is left at the starting line on the pool deck as a 

backup. 
 
Distance:   8 full lengths of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position all team members in the shallow end of the pool in relay formation. 
  
Event Description: The event begins with 1 team member starting in the shallow end of the pool 

touching the wall with one fin in-place.  Subsequent relay participants may be 
waiting in the water for their turn to facilitate quicker starts.  When given the 
“Go” signal the participant proceeds to cross the pool using only one fin.  Note: 
Use of arms/hands is not permitted.  Upon reaching and tagging the opposite 
side of the pool the participant will turn around and return to the starting line to 
tag their next teammate for their turn.   Participants precede one-at-time.  The 
first team to have their fourth participant using one fin complete 2 lengths 
of the pool and touch the wall wins.    

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above and underwater).  For 
safety reasons if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands 
overhead.   

• Any incident involving the loss of a fin by a team member will result in a 
restart for that team member using their alternate fin left at the starting line 
which they must return to don.   

• A 10 second penalty will occur for any incident of lane violations impeding 
other teams which involve no physical contact.  A penalty will be added to 
the team’s final time. 

• A 30 second penalty will apply for any failure to tag their teammate at the 
starting line adding to the team’s final time. 
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Event 13 
Ping-pong Ball Push Relay Race  

 
Approximate Time: Setup time 2 min.  Event time is approximately 8-10 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  4 team members don full skin/snorkel gear only 
 
Team Size:  Minimum of 4 
  
Resources:  1 ping-pong ball per team 
 
Distance:   Four full lengths of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 2 relay team members at each end of the pool (in the water). 
  
Event Description: The event begins with a team member starting in the shallow end of the pool 

touching the wall holding a ping pong ball.  Relay participants may be waiting 
in the water for their turn to facilitate quicker starts.  At the start, the first team 
member begins with the ping-pong ball positioned in front of their mask.  
When given the “Go” signal the ping-pong ball is pushed towards the opposite 
wall of the pool using the face of the mask only.   Upon reaching the opposite 
side of the pool the ball must make contact with the wall, which then allows the 
next team member to assume control of the ball. The next team member places 
the ball in front of their mask with their hand and then begins pushing it back to 
the opposite side of the pool in the same manner.  At no time may the ping-
pong ball touch any part of a team member’s hands, arms, or body while 
swimming without penalty.  Participants precede one-at-time.  The first team 
to have their fourth team member push a ping pong ball to touch the wall 
wins.    

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above water).  For safety reasons 
if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands overhead.   

• Any incident involving a team member who does not force their ping-pong ball to touch the pool 
wall at the conclusion of their leg will be disqualified.  

• A 60 second penalty of time will be applied to a team’s final time for each instance that the ping-
pong ball is moved by any means other than by the scuba mask worn by the participant.  No 
Exceptions!!! 

• A 30 second penalty of time will be incurred to a team’s final time for each instance a snorkeler 
moves out of their assigned lane impeding other teams.  Note: If you are out of your lane, you 
must stop, turn, and immediately move back into your lane without making forward progress.   

• An additional 30 second penalty of time will be applied to a team’s final time for each instance 
the ping-pong ball is moved by any other means other than by the scuba mask worn by the 
participant.   
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Event 14 
Conehead Rally Relay 

  
Approximate Time: Setup time 15 min.  Event time is approximately 12 minutes 
 
Participant Equipment:  All team members don full scuba gear 
 
Team Size:  4-5 
  
Resources:  6 highway cones per team plus 1 additional cone shared by all teams.  Cones 

should be approximately 24”-30" tall and be negatively buoyant. 
  
Distance:   6 laps total of 3/4 length of the pool 
  
Setup:  Place a starting stack of 6 cones on the pool wall at the starting line adjacent 

to each team standing ready in the water.  Place one cone to be shared by all 
teams, about 3/4 down the pool positioned in the center lane, weighted down on 
the bottom of the pool (Target Cone). 

  
Event Description: The event begins with a team member starting in the shallow end of the pool 

touching the wall.  Relay participants may be waiting in the water for their turn 
to facilitate quicker starts.  When given the “Go” signal the team member take 
1 cone from their starting stack then submerges and swims towards the Target 
Cone, carrying the cone with them in any method.  Once the team member 
arrives at the Target Cone the participant stacks the cone on top of any cones 
already in-place, then returns to the starting line to tag the wall to allow their 
next teammate to do the same.  Each successive team member removes the next 
cone from the starting stack on the pool wall and proceeds to the Target 
Cone.  One team member is chosen to be the final CONEHEAD who takes the 
last (6th) cone to the Target Cone stack and returns for the winning lap.  
Participants precede one-at-time.  The first team to touch the wall after 
placing their sixth cone on the Target Cone stack wins.    
 

Safety & Penalties: There will be multiple judges for the event (above and underwater).  For 
safety reasons if you require assistance at any point stop and wave hands 
overhead.   

 
• Any incident involving team members not waiting for the previous team 

member to touch the wall will result in a restart of that team member. 

Deep 
End 
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Event 15 

Golf Ball Safety Stop Round-Up 
 
Approximate Time: Setup time 10 min.  Event time is approximately 10-12 minutes. 
 
Participant Equipment:  2 team members don full scuba gear  
 
Team Size:  2 
  
Resources:  200+ Golf balls  
 
Distance:   Use of the pool 
  
Setup:  Position 2 team members from each team in the shallow end of the pool in the 

water. 
  
Event Description: The event begins with 2 team members starting in the shallow end of the pool 

touching the wall.   At the start the team members touching the wall will 
submerge and begin to picking up as many golf balls as possible within 3 
minutes from the bottom of the pool using their hands and holding on to them 
in any fashion available without the use of additional equipment (i.e. bags or 
containers).   Each team member must return, tag the wall, and deposit all of 
their collected golf balls in a designated bin within 3 minutes for the 
value/quantity of his/her golf balls to count in the final score.  No additional 
equipment including dive bags, collection bags, containers, buckets, or bins 
may be used during this event in the water.  

 
 An underwater Recall will sound to indicate expiration of the 3 minute 

period. 

Safety & Penalties: There will be one underwater judge for the event.  For safety reasons if you 
require assistance at any point stop and wave hands overhead.   

• A Disqualification will occur for any instance a team fails to properly touch the wall before 
the end of the 3 minute time period. 

• A 5 ball penalty will occur for any incident deemed to be UNSAFE by the underwater judge.  
• Disqualification will occur for any incident of interference or UNSAFE acts which involve 

unsafe and unnecessary physical contact. 
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Event Timing 

Event Team A Team B Team C Team D 
#1     

Penalty     
#2     

Penalty     
#3     

Penalty     
#4     

Penalty     
#5     

Penalty     
#6     

Penalty     
#7     

Penalty     
#8     

Ball Count     
Penalty     

 
Event Scoring 

Event Team A Team B Team C Team D 
#1     
#2     
#3     
#4     
#5     
#6     
#7     
#8     

Total     
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